This work presents a new GA-Fuzzy method to model dynamic behavior of a process, based on 12 Recurrent Fuzzy modeling through Mamdani approach whose inference system is optimized by 13 Genetic Algorithms. By using the Mamdani approach, the proposed method surmounts the need 14 to solve various types of mathematical equations governing the dynamic behavior of the process.
Introduction

29
There are two major approaches in the use of fuzzy inference system (FIS) which are Mamdani 30 [1] and Takagi-Sugeno (TS) [2] . They have found lots of applications for steady state or dynamic poorly understood systems. This shortcoming is one of the reasons why most of the researchers 48 use the TS-type fuzzy model instead, losing the capabilities of the Mamdani approach. The 49 estimation of the minimum miscible pressure in gas injection process [13] , modeling virus 50 removal from water using microfiltration membrane [14] , prediction of diffusion coefficients in 51 the caffeine release from hydrogel colloidosomes [15] , and fuzzy estimation of the temperature 52 distribution of furnace inner surface [16] are among limited reported applications of Mamdani 53 approach for modeling purposes in chemical engineering. 54 The accuracy improvement of Mamdani-type models preserving good interpretability which has 55 found wide applicability in the fuzzy logic research community can be handled using existing 56 optimization algorithms [17] . Merging of Mamdani-type fuzzy model and Genetic (or, in 57 general, evolutionary) algorithms can provide an opportunity to alleviate their shortcomings and 58 capitalize on their strengths [18] . The role of GA is recognized as optimal parameters estimation 59 of the fuzzy model such as the parameters of scaling functions and the universes of discourse 60 [19, 20] or the membership functions (MFs) [21, 22] . GA is also applied as a method for rule 61 reduction/selection by removing some rules like redundant, unnecessary or misleading ones [21] 62 when dealing with high dimensional problems in which the number of rules is so large that 63 cannot be managed efficiently. Such a problem has also been formulated as a multi-objective 64 optimization problem in the literature to reduce the number of rules while the accuracy of the 65 obtained model is maximized [22] . 66 A high-performance Mamdani fuzzy model should have optimal linguistic discretization of the 67 variables in their universe of discourse as well as correct rules defined according to true 68 knowledge about all aspects of the underlying system. Neither one can guarantee the 69 performance of the resulting model alone. They both must be considered in the optimization 70 formulation of the problem. This issue is addressed in the present study by proposing a novel 71 genetically tuned fuzzy method through which the shape of MFs (Concerning both input and 72 output variables MFs in the coding) along with the production rules composing the inference 73 system of a startup version of the model are optimized such that it can predict the dynamic 74 behavior of the process accurately enough, using a binary-coded GA. The heuristic derived from 75 the chemical engineering knowledge is the only required information utilized in the development 76 of the startup version of the model of the underlying process, thanks to Mamdani approach 77 capabilities.
78
The GA problem is formulated such that, it includes both integer and continuous decision 79 variables leading to mixed integer nonlinear optimization problem [23] . In addition, the 80 optimization problem is subjected to many inequality and integer constraints preserving the 81 interpretability of the model. The proposed method has been used to predict the dynamic 82 behavior of the reaction section of the Tennessee Eastman (TE) process, which is a challenging 83 benchmark.
84
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, Mamdani Fuzzy Inference method is 85 briefly described. Afterward, section 3 presents the proposed genetically tuned fuzzy modeling 86 approach which is then followed by section 4, in which the selected case study is introduced. The 87 implementation of the proposed method for the selected case study and its obtained results along 88 with their comparisons against their corresponding data of TE benchmark are explained in 89 Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper. 
Mamdani Fuzzy Inference
91
The process of construction of a mapping from given inputs to the desired outputs using fuzzy 92 logic is called fuzzy inference that can be used for development of the fuzzy model. Mamdani degree of the expertise according which the rule table is defined. The rule table   100 corresponds to the governing phenomena leading to the behavior of the system. These rules that 101 commonly consider linguistic variables in the consequence (to finally provide real-valued 102 outputs) are written as follows for an n-input and m-output system:
103
"If X 1 is A 1 and ... and X n is A n then Y 1 is B 1 is a number between zero and one that weights the certainty of the rule by the value of w. The 110 rule is definitely true when the w is equal to one, but if it is not a well-established rule widely 111 accepted by the experts of such a system, it is less than one.
112
In order to enhance the performance of a Mamdani fuzzy model, both the fuzzy sets 113 characterizing the linguistic discretization of the variables and the production rules must be 114 optimized.
115
However, choosing MFs with optimum parameters is not an easy task. Sometimes, this is based 116 on the time-consuming trial and error process. In addition, defining optimum rules that has to be tuned. The only required information to construct the startup version of the model is the 141 heuristic derived from chemical engineering knowledge and the analysis of the underlying system, bypassing solving a couple of the differential and algebraic mathematical equations 143 governing the dynamic behavior of the process.
144
In the second step, using a new method, a binary-coded GA is formulated for simultaneous 145 optimization of both parameters that characterize the linguistic definition of the variables in the The triangle MF is specified by three parameters {a, b, c} as follows.
Likewise, trapezoidal MF is specified by four parameters {a, b, c, d} as follows.
3.1 Tuning of fuzzy model as an optimization problem 162 The formulation of the problem is a typical Mixed Integer Non Linear Programming-MINLP 163 optimization as follow:
where is the number of data points, is the number of model output variables, and MAPE is 165 the mean absolute percentage error that is defined according to the difference between ( ) (the problems where computational time is not of primary concern [29]. Each chromosome of GA is encoded such that it is composed of two parts of a certain length 180 which can be schematically shown in Figure 1 . The first type is the constraints that try to keep the shape of triangular and trapezoidal MFs. For 200 instance, the "a" parameter should not be larger than the "b" parameter in a triangular MF shape.
201
The second type is the constraints that try to keep the fuzzy sets semantic such that the center 202 point (that is "b" for triangular, "c" for trapezoidal assigned for first fuzzy set and "b" for 203 trapezoidal assigned for third fuzzy set) of each fuzzy set would not be greater than the center 204 point of the subsequent linguistic terms. The third type is the constraints that force at least two 205 subsequent fuzzy sets cross each other.
206
In addition to above inequality constraints, the consequence indices that are decoded and taken 207 from the second part of the chromosome are constrained to be an integer number to be whether -208 1, 0, or 1. Zero implies that the initial index defined for the corresponding uncertain rule in the 209 startup version of the model does not need to change while "1" or "-1" means that it should be 210 added by "1" or "-1", respectively, to make modification in the prediction capability of those of 211 uncertain rules. It is worth mentioning that, making larger modifications in the inference system stripper. The present work is focused on its reaction section, which is shown in Figure 3 . In the reaction section, the reactants A, C, D, and E are fed to the reactor in which the following 232 exothermic reactions take place. 
The reactor is agitated and has an internal cooler to remove the heat of the reactions. The 234 products are discharged from the reactor along with the non-reacted reactants and then pass 235 through a condenser to make a two-phase stream consisting of gas and liquid phases which goes 236 to the subsequent separation section. The nonlinear nature of the plant is mainly due to the 237 reactions occurring in the reactor.
238
The process has total 41 measured variables, 22 variables of which are continuous and 19 239 variables are sampled process measurements. These measurements include pressure, 240 temperature, flow-rate, molar composition of some streams, and liquid levels of the equipment.
241
Besides, 12 manipulated variables are also included in this process to be used for different Table 1 ), feed conditions including feed flow and molar composition, agitator speed which affects the 255 overall heat transfer [30] and cooling water flow are taken into consideration as the input 256 variables of the model.
257 Table 1 258
The schematic of the fuzzy model is depicted in Figure 4 . startup version of the model.
263
As an example of these rules, suppose that at the current sampling time the feed has the normal 264 amount of the raw material, the cooling water flow is high, and the value of the reactor 265 temperature is low, while the other inputs are medium, then the reactor is expected to have low 266 temperature in the next sampling time. As another example, suppose that at the current sampling 267 time the feed has a high amount of the raw material, the cooling water flow is low, and value of 268 the reactor temperature is high, while the other inputs are medium, then the reactor is definitely 269 expected to have high temperature in the next sampling time and the cooling water outlet 270 temperature will also be high if its previous sampling time temperature is medium or high.
271
Likewise, the table of rules can be created using such a heuristic analysis derived from chemical The uncertain rules and the shape of fuzzy sets will be optimized by application of Genetic model for a variety of operating conditions. Using a random method, which is called "random 285 number random interval -RNRI", the data set is generated by stimulating the manipulated 286 variables of the TE, and the dynamic data corresponding to the reaction section are collected.
287
RNRI is a specific algorithm to generate step-wise random excitation pattern in manipulated With this process stimulating procedure, the generated data set embraces almost all 302 characteristics of the whole process so that it would be rich enough to capture all dynamic modes 303 of the reaction section of the TE process. It should be noted that the generated data are not 304 beyond the data process shutdown limits defined in the TE plant-wide code.
305
A portion of data is used to develop the optimized fuzzy model and the rest is kept aside for 306 validation purposes. Two stopping criteria have been used in GA, these criteria are as follows: 307 1) The maximum number of generations (100) is reached.
308
2) The best solution during the evolution process doesn't change to a better value.
309
The algorithm stops when one of the stopping criteria is met. The optimal Mamdani fuzzy model 468   Table 3 . Measured and manipulated variables of the reaction section in TE process.
469 Table 4 . MAPE of the output variables of the startup version and optimized fuzzy models. 
MFs parameters
Uncertain rules consequence indices The overall accuracy of optimized model: 98.84%
